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Liam O'Connor, Maddy Carter, and Sal Vikram all should have died. But instead, they have been

given a second chance-to work for an agency that no one knows exists. The TimeRiders' mission:

to prevent time travel from destroying history-and the future. . . . When Maddy mistakenly opens a

time window where and when she shouldn't, Liam is marooned sixty-five million years in the past, in

the hunting ground of a deadly, and until now undiscovered, species of prehistoric predator. Can

Liam make contact with Maddy and Sal before he's hunted down by dinosaurs, and without

changing history so much that the world is overtaken by a terrifying new reality? The second book in

the thrilling TimeRiders series is just as fast-paced, intelligent, and mind-bending as the first.
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Alex Scarrow has followed book one with a cracker. Day of the Predator is just as exciting and

addictive as book one.Liam, Maddy and Sal have settled into their own groundhog day (time cycles)

as members of a highly secretive time agency. Their task? ... looking out for ripples in time in New

York City. Bob, the super strong half robot/half human support unit had a rough time at the end of

book one and his AI has taken up residence in the main computer. It's time for a new Bob, so the



gang create a new one after locating the necessary ingredients in an olden day bank vault. But,

here's a tip ... the new Bob is a little different to the first one. We also find out about SalÃ¢Â€Â™s

original rescue from certain death by Foster, which resulted in her arrival on the time travel

scene.One day an unexpected message arrives, which signals the start of a new mission. Things

don't go quite as expected, and an unfortunate turn of events results in Liam and the new Bob

heading way way back in time. That's not all of the bad news though. Our pair of time traveling

heroes have a number of unexpected guests to contend with. The worst being some mysterious and

deadly creatures that seem to have all of the nasty attributes that dwell in our nightmares.Maddy

and Sal are devastated at the unexpected loss of their colleagues in the endless realm of time. The

race is on for those in the past to somehow get in contact with those in the future. All the while there

is the constant threat of the nasty critters that pursue Liam and his companions. Will Liam and the

new Bob find a way to contact Maddy and Sal while avoiding the dangers of dinosaur times? It's

another edge-of-your-seat adventure where the constant danger of contaminating the past

threatens the future.As with the first book, this one is aimed at YA. For any of my usual Middle

Grade followers, here's a tip. There are some rather nasty species in this who aren't really a good fit

for Middle Grade readers. But those Ã¢Â€Â™older' MG genre readers (I know you're out there) who

love suspense, mystery, creepy critters and thrills should love it.My bottom line: This is another

awesome book. I'm so keen to move on to book 3 as soon as my to-be-read pile allows it. My

thanks go out to Alex Scarrow for such a great adventure. No wonder I get the feeling that his

fan-base is very strong and loyal.Note: I donÃ¢Â€Â™t claim to be a pro-reviewer, I am a reader. My

reviews are based on my personal thoughts around the story that the book is trying to tell. I try to

focus on the story (which is the reason I read) rather than dissect the book and pass comment on

typos, writing style or structure.

An interesting idea based on the need for a group of individuals travelling up and down the timeline

to rectify errors that change the known existing timeline.. I accidentally started on Book 3 and found

it is absolutely necessary to read the stories in the correct order to know what was going on.. Book 1

sets the stories up and the following stories are on different stand alone subjects but there are

continual references back to earlier stories.. I'm up to Book 4 and thoroughly enjoying them..

I am enjoying the Timeriders series and becoming attached to the characters. This one was in

pre-historic times, and it was great fun. Alex makes it come alive - never a dull minute. I was very

disappointed that, although the first three were on the Kindle, had to buy The Eternal War in



paperback. It seems unfair to offer a series on Kindle then switch to actual books halfway through

the series.

I gave this rating a 4 because although the book made time travel believable some characters aren't

developed enough like Liam he's Irish but barely says anything in the book and when the explosion

happen at TERI there should be chapter about the people who were gone in the explosion. All in all

I love the story and the moral it was worth the money and Alex scarow is an astounding author. I

would recommend it to people who like doctor who and sci-fi

It's an unlikely scenario, but it held my attention which is more than can be said for Paul Levine

books.

Great sequel to the first book. I recommend any of the Time Rider books!

I have really enjoyed all of these Time Rider books! What a neat premise for a series. Admittedly,

I'm sucker for a good time travel book, and this series hasn't disappointed! I hope Mr. Scarrow

writes more of these.

The Time Riders are my favorite series and i think that 12 years old under shouldn't read because of

some "!@#$" in the book but otherwise, AWESOME!!!
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